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Let L be a finite distributive lattice. It is shown that every interval of L is a de Mor~;an lattice 
if and only if L contains no interval isomorphic to 22~1 or to 1~t)22. Other characterizations; of 
such lattices are also provided. 
In combinatorial theory it is interesting to characterize the structures which 
enjoy a certain property by determining those substructures which are prohibited. 
In this note we show that a linite relative de Morgan lattice (i.e., a finite 
distributive lattice every interval of which can be made into a de Morgan lattice) i,~ 
characterized by the exclusion of two five-element intervals: 22E)1 and 1~)2 z, 
where n denotes the n-element chain and ff~ stands for ordinal sum. We also 
prove that a finite relative de Morgan lattice is a direct product of chains. Our 
research was mainly motivated by the following two results of [2]: in any 
commutative BCK-algebra every interval [0, x] is a de Morgan algebra and every 
finite commutative BCK-algebra is a product of BCK-chains. 
Our lattice-theoretic needs are met by R. Ba!bes and P. Dwinger [1]. Let us 
just recall that a de Morgan lattice is a bounded distributive lattice L or~ which 
one can define a unary operation - satisfying the identities: 
XVy=~Ay and ~=x.  
It follows that x , ' , y=2v~,  0:= ! and 1=0.  Thus the mapping x~2 is an 
antiautomorphism of L. 
A bounded distributive lattice in which every (closed) interval is a de Morgan 
lattice will be called a relative de Morgan lattice. Clearly every distributive lattice 
of length l less than three is a relative de Morgan lattice and the least distributive 
lattices which are not relative de Morgan are 22~)1 and 1~)22. We shall denote 
them by Ss and 5~s respectively. The centre C(L) of a bounded distributiw.' lattice 
L is the Boolean sublattice of its complemented elements. In a bounded distribu- 
tive lattice L, if an element a has the (necessarily unique) complement b, then 
L -  (a] × (b], (a] := [b) and (b] =-" [a). Finally, let us remind the reader that a finite 
distributive lattice is nontrivially decomposable into a direct product if and only if 
its partially ordered set of non-zero join-irreducible lements is disconneczz.d. 
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The following property is part of the folklore of l~ttice theory and crucial in the 
proof of our Theorem. 
Eemnm. Let the finite lattice L be a product of chains. Then x ~ L is an atom of 
C(L) i[ and only i[ x is maximal among the elemeJas y lot which (Yl is a chain. 
Dually, x ~ L is a coatom of C(L) if and only if x is minimal among the elements y
[or which [y) is a chain. 
Theorem. Let L be a ]inite distributive lattice. Then the [ollowing conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) L is relative de Morgan. 
(2) Every ideal o [L  is a de Morgan lattice. 
(3) L has n,) interval isomorphic to S~ or Ss. 
(4) L is a direct product of chains. 
(5) All intervals o [L  are direct product o[ chain,~. 
lh'oot, (1) ---> (2) i:; clear. 
(2):=>(3). Suppose that L contains a $5, say [x, y]. If we denote by * the 
involution on [yj, then the inaage by * of $5 is [0, x*] and (x*] contradicts (2). 
(3) => (4). Since the only distributive lattices of lerlgth three are isc:norphic to 4, 
3 × 2. 2 3, $5 and ,~.~, the conclusion is clearly true if L has length at mo'.,t three. 
Assume that the implication holds for all distributi',e lattices of lengtl: It,,., than n 
and that I(L) = n, n ~4.  Let a be a coatom of L. By the induction assumption, 
[0, a] is a direct product of chains. 
if a covers exactly one element b, then [0, a] is a chain. Either [,", 11 is totally 
ordered and, due to distributivity, L itself is a chain, or a has in [b, 1] the 
complement c. In the latter case, [0, c] cannot be a chain since, dencting by r the 
elemcnt of [0, a] covered by b, [r, 1] should be isomorphic to 5~s. Consequently, 
[0, c] is nontrivially decomposable into a direct product and there i.~; m (c] an 
atom e not contained in [0, hi. Clearly, e is the complement of a and L= 
[0, e]x[0,  a]: L ;.s a direct product of chains. 
If a covers at least two elements x and y, then at least one of them, say x, is 
covered by an element z other than a If we denote by t the coatom of C([0, a]) 
which precedes x, then the above reasoning appl ed to [t, 1] shows that in this 
interval the element a has a complement d and thrt [d, 1] is a chain. Now let e be 
ihe complement of t in [0, a]. Then 
d/~ e = d A(a Ae) = (dAa)Ae  = t/,,e = 0 
and 
dye  =(dvt )ve=dv( tve)= dva= l, 
hence d and e are complementary, L ---- [d) x [e) and L is a direct product of 
chains. 
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(4) :::> (5). Let [a, b]c  L =l-l]'=l ~,  where all C, are chains. If a = (al . . . . .  a,) 
and b = (bt . . . . .  b,,), then [a, b]=Iqa-"~l [c~, b~] and every [a~, b~] is a chain. 
(5) :~ (1). Every finite chain is a de Morgan lattice and the class of de Morgan 
lattices is closed under direct product. 
Remark~ (a) The Theorem is no longer tr~le in b~unded infinite distributive 
lattices, as shown by the chain of integers completed by -~ and +0o: [0, +oo] is not 
a de Morgan lattice and yet conditions (3)-(5) are satisfied. 
(b) The following conditions are equivalent o (1)-(5): 
(2') Every filter of L is a de Morgan lattice. 
(6) In every interval of L, the v'..~:aber ofatoms equals the number o[ coatoms. 
(7) All connected components of the poser of non-zero join-irreducible lements 
of L are chains. 
(7') All connected components of the poser of non-unit meet-irreducible elements 
of L are chains. 
Indeed. the proof of the Theorem remains unaltered if (2) is replaced by its 
dual (2'). Secondly, (5) implies (6) which in turn implies (3), equivalem to (5). 
Finally, (4) clearly implies (7)-(7') and the :onverse is also true: if a connected 
component of the poset of non-zero join-ireducible elements (resp. non-unit 
meet-irreducible elements) of L is a chain of length n, ~hen the corresponding 
factor of L is a chain of length n + 1. 
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